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Serafina and the Twisted Staff Script

For this Book Talk you will need

• 3 actors (Serafina, Mr. Vanderbilt, Detective Grathan)

• Serafina (Sera): beige dress, tall lace-up boots

•  Mr. Vanderbilt (Mr. V): men’s dress shirt & suit, dress shoes, black 
mustache

•  Detective Grathan (Det G): brown coat, brown dress pants, dress 
shoes, cane, foil clasp (to simulate silver clasp for a cloak)

•  Additional props: table & chair (to simulate Mr. Vanderbilt’s desk), 
2 chairs (1 off to side, 1 in front of desk), copy of Serafina and the 
Twisted Staff

  (Serafina crossing stage to table & chair; Mr. Vanderbilt is seated at ‘desk’; the detective is seated in a chair 
close by, leaning on his cane)

Mr. V:  (looking up as Serafina approaches; speaking gravely & motioning to the empty chair in front of his 
desk) Come. Sit down. (Serafina sitting)

Mr. V:  (looking sternly at Serafina) Detective Grathan is investigating the disappearance of Mr. Thorne. He 
theorizes that Mr. Thorne did not take his leave of Biltmore of accord but encountered foul play while  
he was here. (Serafina nodding imperceptibly)

Mr. V:  (cautioning) Now I recommend that you answer all his questions truthfully. (turning & addressing 
Detective Grathan) Detective Grathan, everyone at Biltmore will, of course, cooperate with your 
investigation. This is Serafina, daughter of our household maintenance man. Along with the others 
you’ve already spoken to, she was present on the day of Mr. Thorne’s disappearance. You are free to 
ask her any questions you deem necessary to complete your investigation.

Det G: (eyeing Mr. Vanderbilt momentarily then turning to Serafina) Your name is Serafina, is that correct?

Sera: Yes.

Det G: Did you know Mr. Thorne?

continued on next page…
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Sera: Yes, I knew him, but I only spoke to him a few times.

Det G: (leaning forward slightly) When was the last time you saw Mr. Thorne?

Sera: I believe it was the last day we all saw him. The day he disappeared.

Det G: (somewhat pointedly) At what TIME did you last see him?

Sera: As I recall, it was after dark.

Det G: So you were one of the last people to see him here at Biltmore.

Sera: I believe I must have been.

Det G: And what was he doing when you saw him last?

Sera: The last time I saw him here at Biltmore, he was putting on his cloak and going out the door.

Det G: You saw him leave Biltmore?

Sera: Yes, very clearly. He was running out the door.

Det G: (sounding surprised) Running?

Sera: Yes. Running.

Det G:  (speaking more emphatically) Do you know what happened to Mr. Thorne on the night about which 
we speak?

Sera: (looking somewhat nervous & answering abruptly) God rest his soul.

Det G: (leaning forward & peering at her) Then you think he’s not just missing but actually dead?

Sera: Yes.

Det G: How do you know this?

Sera: Because he has not returned.
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Det G:  But do you know HOW he died? Did you see a body? Was there some sort of unnatural force involved? 
(Serafina not answering; Detective Grathan sounding increasingly impatient) Answer my questions.

Sera:  I believe a powerful force must have surprised him and killed him. (pausing) Everyone in the 
mountains knows that the forest is filled with many dangers.

Det G: What kind of powerful force are you talking about?

Sera: I think there are forces both good and evil in the forest.

Det G: And you believe it was these forces that killed Mr. Thorne?

Sera: It could be.

Mr. V:  (leaning forward & sounding impatient) This is going nowhere, Mr. Grathan! I suggest we proceed with 
the other people on your list.

Det G:  (sharply) I have more questions for this young lady. (thrusting his hand into his jacket pocket, pulling 
out clasp & showing it to Serafina) Do you recognize this? (Serafina looks at the clasp but remains 
silent) DO YOU?

Sera: (responding calmly) It appears to be a clasp from an article of clothing.

Det G: (impatiently; speaking louder) But have you seen THIS clasp before?

Mr. V: (standing up & addressing Detective Grathan in a warning tone) Mr. Grathan, calm yourself.

Sera:  (glancing at Mr. Vanderbilt then back at Detective Grathan) It looks as if whatever it once held is now 
set free.

Det G: (standing up and banging cane on the floor) But have you SEEN it before?

Sera:  (looking more closely at the clasp in his hand) I have never seen a silver clasp with this design.

Mr. V:  (Detective Grathan staring at Serafina for a long time; Mr. Vanderbilt imploring) Detective, we need to 
move on.

Det G:  (sounding completely aggravated; continuing to stare intently at Serafina) I have more questions! Do 
you know which room Mr. Thorne slept in during his stay at Biltmore?
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Sera: It was on the third floor.

Det G: Do you live here at Biltmore?

Sera: Yes, I do.

Det G: With the female servants on the fourth floor?

Sera: No.

Det G: Then where do you sleep at night?

Sera: I do not.

Det G: (looking taken aback) You do not sleep?

Sera: I do not sleep at night.

Det G: (frowning) Are you a night maid?

Sera: No.

Det G: (looking at Mr. V, then back at Serafina) Then what are you?

Sera: (looking Detective Grathan straight in the eyes) I’m the Chief Rat Catcher. I track down vermin.

Det G: (glaring back at her) Then we have THAT much in common.

Sera:   (everyone on stage freezes in place, except for Serafina who turns to audience) Who is Mr. Thorne…
and what exactly happened to him? (picking up copy of Serafina and the Twisted Staff from the table 
& showing it to audience) Find out by reading Serafina and the Twisted Staff – it’s available at your 
Scholastic Book Fair.


